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Jazma Online - Jason - 1/1/2010  

 

1) What is your involvement with Asylum Ink and Fangoria Graphix? 

I am the founder of Asylum Ink (asylumink.net - the online publisher of Ellium) and work as the production manager for 

Fangoria Graphix. 

 

2) How was the comic "Ellium" created? 

Originally, I created the Ellium as a driving force in another comic, but I had so much back story to tell with the Ellium 

that it grew into it's own series. It's a work of love that will build to some big events in the not-to-distant future! 

 

3) What characteristics do you give to Snow and Hendrickson? 

Snow is a very introverted person. We never really get into if her muteness is from the accident that caused her to be 

remade into a cyborg, or if it's medical, but it creates a mood of isolation around here and that's what she prefers.  

 

Hendrickson feels guilty for what happened to Snow, and with that he would do anything to bring Snow back to 

humanity. Hendrickson is a driven person with a gift for criminology. Bad things have happened to him and those he 

love in the past, and with that past he's vowed to make the world a better place, starting with building ties with his 

estranged son, Jonathan. 

 

4) How does your art show Snow to be an android? 

She is top-of-the-line, so outwardly she looks human, but she's got a bit of a death wish. Her current challenges have 

been beneath her skills but as the series goes on, the threat to her as well as the rest of Ellium will show the world just 

what both are made of (figuratively and literally).  

 

In Blood Red Snow, we actually show a good portion of what it took to actually turn her into a cyborg as well as what 

caused the need for such drastic surgery. 

 

5) Will there be lots of action for you to draw? 

Ellium does have a slow build, but a definite payoff with each issue as well! In issue 4 (starting at the end of January) 

we turn it up a notch, which is a lot of fun!  

 

6) In the comic book what is the Ellium corporation? 

Ellium is a conglomerate, A corporation made up of a number of different companies that operate a variety of fields. 

They have holdings in private security companies, medical and technological research, and access to the best in 

forensic technologies. They've spent a great amount of time secretly building themselves up to this point, and in time 

we'll get into just how the Ellium began and what their goals really are. 

 

7) How do you portray Riel in "Little Deaths"? 

Riel is a blast to write and draw. In little deaths she plays the part of a dark seductress, manipulating her way through 

life to get what she wants. She really gets to shine in issue 4, but in Little Deaths (issue 3), everyone will get a nice 

introduction to her! 

http://asylumink.net/forum/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=101#p121


 

8) You have also worked as a letterer do you find how a comic is lettered makes a big difference? 

As a letterer I can see the need to give a book it's own voice and I would strive for that, but as a viewer, I just want 

lettering to blend and serve the art. Not to be hidden, but just complement the art being shown. The technology or the 

technique that goes into it is individual and really, there's no right way, just what's expedient and professional looking. 

 

9) What is the process you go through to produce a finished page of art? 

Everything starts with the thumbnail - a very basic sketch that looks like indecipherable chicken scratch. After that, I 

layout the panels in Photoshop then the real fun begins. I use a mixed media approach, utilizing everything from 3D to 

charcoal. The final coloring process is the longest, with it being more like digital painting than traditional comic book 

coloring. The final image gets inspected by my wife then it's off to get lettered. 

 

10) What about drawing attracts you to doing it? 

I've always had a burning desire to create. For the longest time as a kid, I would build things rather than play with the 

toys I was given. A lot of that carried over when I figured out I liked to draw. The shaping of worlds is a blast and 

bringing these ideas into reality is amazing fun. 

 

11) Do you have any coming future projects? 

Right now we've started a second comic at AsylumInk.net - Tales Of The Ellium has a number of different independent 

creators contributing stories that help round out the Ellium universe. I contribute art to about half the stories in a 

darker style, and the entire project is presented in a black & white noir feel. 

 

Matt and I plan to do a few other stories in the near future, but for the moment, we have to keep them under wraps!  

 

12) Who is the most important person in your life? 

Crap, it's a trick question! If I don't say everyone, they'll all hate me! I'd have to say - if I can only pick one at gun 

point, that my wife is the greatest inspiration. She helps guide my art, my stories, and in general supports me through 

life. 

 

13) How can someone contact you? 

You can email me at contact@asylumink.net, or of course swing by asylumink.net and leave a comment. Our forum 

links to facebook and we always welcome new friends! 

 

14) Any last words for fans of "Ellium"? 

You ain't seen nothing yet! It's a steady build, but the payoffs, both little and big, will not disappoint! 

 

 

Jazma Online - Matt Krizan - 1/1/2010  

 

1) Can you give us a brief story outline of "Ellium"? 

In the grand scheme of things, “Ellium” is about a struggle between (and within) two organizations—Ellium and the 

Plato Continuum—over nothing less than the fate of the world. Who rules. Who lives. Who dies. How. When. Why. Etc. 

mailto:contact@asylumink.net


Etc.  

  

With the first few stories—Blood Red Snow, Diamond Mine, Little Deaths—we’re setting various pieces into place, 

meeting some of the characters, and starting to learn what the Ellium is and what it does. With the upcoming stories 

Swordplay and Ties That Bind we really start getting into the main thrust of the overall story setting up the conflict 

with the individuals within the Ellium and with its nemesis, the Plato Continuum. 

  

2) What are Snow and Hendrickson's personalities like? 

Hendrickson, who is the head of Ellium’s criminal investigations unit, is actually quite the charming fellow once you get 

to know him. When he’s “on the job,” however, he’s very cool and methodical, seeming almost detached. A part of 

that demeanor has developed over the years as a sort of defense mechanism from all the crazy and nasty stuff he’s 

been involved with. But he has an uncanny intuitive ability that makes him very good at what he does.  

  

Now Snow, on the other hand…well, Snow basically has no personality. Not anymore, anyway. The operation that made 

her into what she is sort of wiped away who she was, too. She’s a machine, in more ways then one.  

  

3) How would you describe Snow and Hendrickson's first case in "Ellium"? 

Hendrickson is contacted by a county sheriff to assist in the investigation of a rather grizzly murder. A tattoo sported 

by the victim leads Hendrickson to believe the case is related to another years-old murder he previously investigated—a 

case that…well, blew up. Literally. Given that Snow was on the receiving end of that particular bomb blast, 

Hendrickson invites her along with the thought that her helping to solve this new case might give her a bit of closure. 

  

4) What is the secret society doing, what are their goals? 

Ellium and those who run the organization think that the world needs to be saved from itself and that they’re the ones 

to do it. While that has always been the ultimate goal since the organization began long, long ago, the means and 

methods for achieving that goal have evolved over time as Ellium has grown and can differ depending on who’s in 

charge, from overt to covert and benign to malignant. 

  

5) Why was Snow made a cyborg? 

A run-in with a decapitated corpse and a bomb left her a little worse for the wear. The operation that made her a 

cyborg was presented as a way of saving her life. The main reason, though, was that, with Snow in that state, it 

presented Dr. Sutton (who we’ll see more of in the future) with the perfect guinea pig to experiment on. 

  

6) Who are some of the other prominent Ellium agents? 

There’s Gabriel Cain, who’s the head of Ellium’s operations division and the main character in the upcoming story 

Swordplay. Then there’s Jonathon Kassad, who is sort of Gabriel’s protégé. Lastly there’s Cain’s daughter, Angelica, 

who we’ll be seeing much more of down the road and will be a key player in things to come. 

  

7) What is "Little Deaths" about? 

Little Deaths is about a scientist, Charlie Harris, who meets and becomes obsessed with this dark mysterious woman 

who winds up convincing him to do all sorts of things he normally would never do—and not in a good way. 

  



8) Where does your inspiration come from? 

Various places, really. For instance, the idea for Little Deaths came from a scene in Neil Gaiman’s American Gods, and 

Diamond Mine came from my interest in US foreign policy and the stuff we’ve gotten into over the past 60 years or so. 

  

9) Have you written any other comics? 

Other than the Ellium stuff, the only thing that’s been published is a short story in Ronin Illustrated #4 from Ronin 

Studios. 

  

10) Do you think cyborgs will become a reality in our time? 

I don’t think we’ll have anything like Terminators running around or anything like that, but with advances in robotics 

and artificial limbs and what-not, we’ll probably have some kind of cyborg in the next 40 or 50 years. 

  

11) Which people in the comic book industry do you admire? 

Some of my favorite writers are Brian Bendis, Ed Brubaker, Neil Gaiman, Greg Rucka, and Warren Ellis. I’ll buy just 

about anything they write. 

  

12) How do you spend any free time you have? 

I read a lot, both fiction—mostly sci-fi/fantasy—and non-fiction. I’m interested in politics and try to keep up with 

current events, too.  

  

13) How can someone contact you? 

mjkrizan@hotmail.com 

  

14) What do you have to say to anyone reading "Ellium"? 

Thanks for checking us out. Stick around, and I hope you enjoy the ride. 
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